
Our company is hiring for a consultant, strategy. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for consultant, strategy

Will drive advanced knowledge of business processes and solutions, IT
Platforms and systems, Implementation methods, Tools
Will facilitate design Thinking or similar methodologies
Showcase Executive leadership and ability to generate value propositions,
adept in client executive presentations
A minimum of a 2.1 in a relevant subject, such as a humanities or social
science degreefrom a top university
A genuine love of brands and an intellectual curiosity in the subject matter we
work with, along with a real connection to culture
A curiosity about brands, fascinated by culture and its impact on brands, and
able to spot what is new, fresh and interesting in leading edge culture
A creative mind-set and the confidence and enthusiasm to contribute to our
work effectively
Enthusiasm and a can-do attitude, with the ability to overcome issues or
setbacks
Excellent communication skills, with a proven track record of strong client
relationships
You will be proactive, positive and make an impact with your points of view

Qualifications for consultant, strategy

Ability to drive cross functional collaboration across a large group, problem
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Understand risk criteria and targeting strategies (acquisition experience
preferred)
Strong understanding of digital capabilities
Ability to think about an entire customer experience, including the functional
or technology components of the experience, how the experience will be
delivered and supported, and how to promote awareness of the experience
5-8 years experience in marketing and/or business strategy and project
management
Strong knowledge of application, software and web services development
including C#, Java, SOAP, REST


